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- **Ubuntu Podcast from the UK LoCo: S14E08 ? Minimum Cover Novel** [3]

  This week we have been changing jobs and getting new microphones. We discuss tablets, which ones we own and why we use them, bring you some GUI love and go over all your wonderful feedback.

  It?s Season 14 Episode 08 of the Ubuntu Podcast! Alan Pope, Mark Johnson and Martin Wimpress are connected and speaking to your brain.

- **These Brave Extensions Are Essential To My Workflow** [4]

  Occasionally someone asks what extensions I'm running in my brave web browser so I thought I'd just be easier to go over all of them in one video, unlike my regular system apps these don't typically change too often.

- **Shading workflow for comics - Krita** [5]
Learn to shade a comic in Krita the way I shaded Episode 34 of my webcomic Pepper&Carrot (https://www.peppercarrot.com/en/article467/episode-34-the-knighting-of-shichimi). The video is detailed and goes step-by-step to explain in details what I'm selecting; and more importantly maybe, why. It might sounds like this setup is long to do, but if I'm not explaining it; adding the hardlight, the mid-grey and the selection by color label can be done within a minute. It then allows to shade quickly the panels. This video follows a series of two videos: a timelapse about inking a page of this episode, and a detailed video about the flatting of the page with the colorize-mask feature of Krita.
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